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ABSTRACT

" The results and analysis of a well-diagnosed, dedicated rotation experiment in TFTR

are presented. Various neoclassical and anomalous theories for momentum transport

are described and compared with the experimental data. The gyroviscocity theory is

able to predict the measured central toroidal rotation speed, momentum confinement

time and radial torque flow profile reasonably well when a poloidal asymmetry factor

@ = 1.5 is used. The cold-ion-perpendicular-viscocity theory requires the assumption

of an implausibly large number of cold ions in order to predict the magnitude of the

experimental torque flow. The ion-temperature-gradient-mode theory, the untrapped-

particle-electrostatic-mode theory and the stochastic-magnetic-perturbation theory

all predict torque flows that differ greatly in magnitude, radial profile and parametric

dependence from the experimental values.

Evaluation of the poloidal asymmetry factor from a first-principle calculation of

,. poloidal density asymmetries supports @ _., O(1) and leads to radial torque flow

profiles predicted by the gyroviscous theory that are within a factor of two of the
o

4¢

experimental values, but does not support the seperation-of-variables approximation

upon which the gyroviscous calculational model is based. Modification of the gyro-

viscous model to remove the seperation-of-variables approximation by including the

radial gradient of th_ poloidal asymmetries results in near cancellation of the added

term with the original term and an underprediction of the magnitude of the torque

flow by at least an order of magnitude.
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1 INTRODUCTION

'_ With unbalanced neutral beam injection (NBI) in a tokamak, the torque from the

neutral beams causes the plasma to rotate up to velocities comparable to the sound
w

speed. It is observed that a sheared velocity profile is established in a short time (tens

of milliseconds) and that an exponential-like decay of the velocity follows the beam

i turn-off. These are manifestations of radial transfer of angular momentum, which re-

i suits from viscous forces present in the plasma and from the exchange of momentum
between the plasma and the external systems, whose investigation is useful for the

following reasons. Due to the large difference between proton and electron masses,
momentum transport can be studied neglecting electrons and electron-ion coupling,

allowing ion transport effects to be isolated. Convection of momentum is usually

'i less important than momentum conduction, and uncertainties in momentum convec-

i tion, therefore, cause smaller uncertainties in the measured momentum fluxes and

| " the inferred momentum diffusion coefficients. Phenomena which affect momentum

i transport may also affect particle and energy transport._ An extensive database of rotation speed measurements in tokamaks with unbal-
!

anced NBI has been accumulating in the last decade [11-t231which spans a broadi

| range of plasma dimensions, densities and temperatures' In most of the early experi-

| ments, the data did not provide a complete characterization of the plasma conditions;!

only the central rotation velocity was routinely determined by measuring the Doppler

shift of emission lines from impurities present in the plasma center. Charge exchange

recombination spectroscopy (CHERS) diagnostics, that allow a simultaneous deter-

mination of velocity and ion temperature profiles, have become operative only in the

last few years. Radial profiles of momentum diffusion coefficients and of the momen-

tum fluxes can now be inferred and compared with the local of transport predicte d

• by different theories.
i#

"_ The analysis to date of the experimental data has not been able to suggest a simple

and universal dependence of the central velocity or of the momentum _Lffinement
i
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time on the experimental parameters. The apparently complex dependence of the m

momentum confinement properties on the plasma conditions has suggested the need

for an examination of the local parametric dependence of momentum fluxes, as well as

of the associated global confinement times and rotation velocities, that are predicted

by theoretical models.

Several momentum transport theories have been developed to explain the ob-

served momentum confinement times during neutral beam injection and the velocity
+

decay following beam turn-off. Classical and neoclassical perpendicular viscous forces

are orders of magnitude smaller than the slowing-down forces acting on the rotating

plasma [3}. The neoclassical gyroviscous force [241,which depends on poloidal asym-

metries of the rotation velocity and density, is of the proper magnitude to account

for the the momentum confinement times observed on several machines [5],Ii11,[211,[25]

when these asymmetries combine to produce a poloidal asymmetry factor of order

unity, which suggests poloidal density and velocity asymmetries of order of the in-

verse aspect ratio, e = r lR. Although there is some evidence suggesting order e

asymmetries for collisional ions, a self-consistent solution for these asymmetries has ,

not been carried out for any of the rotation experiments. Recent works by Ware I26},

Hsu and Sigmar i27] and Stacey and Neeley I281have pointed out some possible new

neoclassical mechanisms of momentum transport.

Momentum diffusion coefficients have been derived for anomalous theories based,

respectively, upon stochastic magnetic perturbations I29}-[31}, untrapped particle

modes [321,[331,and ion-temperature-gradient-driven modes t341-[41). Comparison of

the anomalous theories with the expe_ments has been extensive only for the last

theory and has led to conflicting evidence on the role of these modes in determining

momentum confinement_

The comparison between theories and experiments has not yet led to a clear

understanding of the causes of momentum transport, but a comprehensive comparison

has not yet been done.
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A dedicated rotation experiment was conducted in TFTR employing the recently

installed CHERS diagnostic 142}.It is particularly suited for a careful comparison with

theoretical predictions. Shots at different values of plasma current, magnetic field,

injected beam power and injection direction were made, to study the parametric

dependence of local fluxes of momentum and the corresponding global confinement

times.

The purposes of this report are to analyze the data of the dedicated TFTR ro-

tation experiment, to document these results, and to compare with the predictions

of neoclassical and anomalous momentum transport theories. Since the gyroviscous

theory has been found previously to reproduce the experimental momentum confine-

ment times and its parametric dependence in several devices, particular attention will

be devoted to the evaluation of the magnitude of the poloidal variation of densities

and rotation frequencies that determine the magnitude of the gyroviscous momentum

flux.

" The report is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the diagnostics used in

• the TFTR experiment and the definition of theoretical and experimental quantities

needed for the analy,As of rotation experiments. In Section 3, the neoclassical and

anomalous theories of momentum confinement are summarized. Section 4 documents

the experimental conditions and _he plasma parameters characteristic of the TFTR

experiment. In Section 5, the predicted momentum fluxes, momentum confinement

times, etc. are compared with the corresponding experimental quantities. Due to the

fundamental role of the density and velocity poloki_ variations in determining the

magnitude of the gyroviscous torque, experimental data and c_Iculational models for

these quantities are presented in sections 6 and 7. The eff_.ct of anomalous forces

on poloidal asymmetries is discussed in section 8, a reformulation of the gyroviscous

torque in terms of the calculated asymmetry factors is given in section 9, and the

poloidal velocities and density asymmetries calculated for TFTR are discussed in

section 10. This work is compared with previous work in section 11 a,d summarized



in section 12.

2 PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS AND DATA INTER-
v¢

PRETATION

2.1 TFTR diagnostics
i ,

During the plasma discharges of the dedicated TFTR rotation experiment, most of

the plasma parameters of interest for our analysis were monitored by more than one

diagnostic.

; The electron density, ne, and the electron temperature, Te, were continuously

measured by the Multichannel Far-Infrared Interferometer (MIRI) {43l and by the

Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE)[44] diagnostic, respectively. An Abel inversion

technique was then used for the evaluation of n_(R, t). Both the MIRI n_(R, t) and the
mc

ECE T_(R, t) agree quite well (within 10 %) with the single-time-point measurements

of the same profiles by the Thomson Scattering (TS) diagnostic. ,

The v¢ and Ti central values and radial profiles were obtained by the Charge

Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CHERS) diagnostic (421after 400 or 900 ms

of NB injection, using a Diagnostic Neutral Beam (DNB) injector to enhance the

production of charge-exchange impurity lines (C VI, 5292 _). Time histories of central

toroidal velocity, rc(0), and central ion temperature, Ti(0), were determined from the

Doppler shift of the Ni XXVII resonance line measured by a horizontal X-ray Crystal

Spectrometer (XCS; Ks = 1.5879 A) [451. The good agreement between rc(0) as

measured by CHERS and by the XCS is shown in Fig. 1. Only the CHERS data will

be used in the following analysis. .

The impurity concentration w_ inferred from the intensity of radiation emission

measured by the Visible Br(,n_sstrahlung (VB)1461 and by the Pulse Height Anal- _,
n

• ysis (PHA) diagnostics. The VI3 radiation, at 5235 )i, is measured along a quasi-

i
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tangential chord. The PHA diagnostic uses a centrally viewing X-ray detector to

perform time-dependent measurements of low- and medium-Z impurity concentra-

tion. The agreement between the Z_ and the 7P HA,_// was good for co-injection shots,

while in counter-injection shots the PHA data lead to values of Z_ff that are 30 %

higher than with the VB data. In NBI plasmas, the Z_ data are considered more

accurate than the _zPHA data I47}and therefore will be used for the evaluation of"-Jeff

the low Z impurity concentration in this analysis. The metallic impurity content,

Z,,_t = Z_ nM/n_ is evaluated from the PHA measurements and it is considered a

rather accurate measurement. The VB and PHA diagnostics did not measure the

radial distribution of impurities and could provide only average values of Ze// and

Zrnet

The H_ Interference Filter Array (HAIFA) diagnostic, viewing the TFTR inner

limiter, provid£s a measurement of the total Ha emission at five different poloidal

angles, 0-30 ° from the midplane, which allows the evaluation of the flux of deuterium

" from the inner wall [48].

i _ Seven fission detectors, distributed around the TFTR torus, monitored the neu-

tron source strength of the plasma during each shot. I49}
The X-ray Imaging System (XIS) is composed of an array of ,_ 40 detectors view-

i ing different chords of the plasma above and below the midplane and recording the

i soft x-ray emission integrated along these chords [501. The local emission is propor-

tional to Tj n_njZ_v_exp(-Ef/T_), where Ef is the cut-off energy of a Be filter
]

used to reject soft x-rays less than ,,_2 keV. The comparison between the emi.'_,qions

t from two chords symmetric with respect to the horizontal midplane can give infor-
2

marion about poloidal asymmetries of n_Z_ff (assuming T_ = const(O)). The error

. affecting the emissivity measurements is of the order of 10 %.
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2.2 Interpretation of experimental data

The equations describing particle and momentum balance for species j - the (1, rnj_j)

first two moments of the Boltzmann equation- are, respectively [511.

anj ..
O---t-+ V'(njvj)= 8j (i)

0 -'

,_(_j_)+v(.;,_j_j_j+_j)+v;j+n;_j(v¢+_×_)=Rj+_j (2)

where mi and e] arethe mass and chargeof speciesj,$] representsthe particle

sourcesand sinks,v_isthefluidvelocity,pjisthepressure,Nj istheviscositytensor,

/_jisthecollisionalfrictionterm,Mj representstheexternalmomentum sourcesand

sinks,and • and/_ aretheelectrostaticpotentialand themagneticfield,

In ordertoallowanalyticaltreatmentoftheaboveequations,thefluxsurfaces

areassumedcircular,thatis:

R=Roh, B=Bo/h, h=-l+coCOS0, e0-r/R0;

and the plasma properties are considered independent of the toroidal coordinate.

The orthogonal coordinate system, (r,0,¢), has unit vecto,'s indicated as _, 8, ¢.

This approximation is appropriate for the TFTR plasmas for which the flux surfaces

are modestly shifted (ARo/a <_ 15%) and slightly elongated (k< 1.05) circular flux

surfaces.

The flux surface average of a quantity 'x' is indicated as < x >=- f xhdO/(2_r)

and referred to as "FSA". The toroidal component of Eq.(2) describes the balance

among the forces that determine the observed toroidal plasma rotation. Multiplying

Eq.(2) by (RC'), summing over species and flux surface averaging we obtain:

mj<R°nj_j >+_ <R_vff_>= (3)
i Ot i

< RM_> - Z mj< R/bV.(njgj%)>
J

(4)

Axisymmetry, charge neutrality and Mt - _j ¢'Mj have been used.

, rr1



It is difficult to measure the difference among the toroidal rotation speeds of the

different ion species, since it is comparable to the magnitude of the measurement e.'ror.

Therefore, for the purpose of interpreting the experimental data, the toroidal velocity

, is assumed to be the same for each plasma species, Equation (3) then becomes'.

0 Ro 0
+ =z (r)- (5)

where

• ma_ =- _i mini _j nj is the average ion mass. The 1-D transport interpre-

tation code, SNAP [52], that is used in the analysis, considers four ion species

(H, D, C and metal impurity) and the fast ions are not included in the summa-

tion. Zeff and Zm_t are assumed to be a constant and, therefore, the impurity

densities have the same radial profile as ne.

• neth -----f_e -- nf_, where nf_ is the fast ion density. SNAP assumes that fast ions
1lm

become thermal ions when their energy falls below 3/2 Ti.

'- • /C¢- _2j < Rq_'V'II_. > is the viscosity torque density;

• Tc --< R.Ad¢ > is the beam torque density delivered to the thermal plasma,

evaluated in SNAP with a numerical solution of the Fokker Planck equation.

The fast ion distribution is calculated assuming no anomalous diffusion of the

fast ions, which is consistent with the TFTR experiments I531.

• The last term in Eq.(5) is the convected torque density. SNAP calculates the

beam electron source, ,5't,,by evaluating the ionization rate of the beam neutrals,

and the wall source, $,o, making use of results from the Degas code 1481and of

° the edge integrated Ha emission; then it evaluates the electron flux, Fe = nev_

by solving the continuity equation to obtain '
w

Z'F, = 1 (St, + $_ One )r'dr' (6)r Ot



The temporal evolution of nj(R) and v_j(R) are measured by a variety of diag-

nostics reviewed in Section 2.1. SNAP Computes the configuration of shifted circular
.4

flux surfaces consistent with a kinetic analysis of plasma pressure, To make contact

with the laboratory coordinates, each flux surface ¢* is associated with the coordi-

nate r* = [R(¢*, 0) - R(¢*, _r)]/2. For the purpose of obtaining radial profiles of the

plasma parameters:

• frc - vc/R and T_ are assumed constant on a particular magnetic surface and

only the data points outside the magnetic axis, r > Ro, are used (because the

points on the inside have larger error bars);

• the n_(r) and Te(r) profiles are commonly obtained using the entire profile'

ne(r') = ne(R,, O) = n_(R_, 7r/2) and r' = (R, + R_)/2.

The momentum balance for the plasma enclosed by the flux surface 'r' is obtained

by integratil, g (Eq.(5) x (27r)2Rr) over the interval [0-r], providing the definition for

the experimental conductive torque flux as a function of measured plasma parameters: #

' K;*(r) = (27r)2Ro _* K:¢(r')r' dr' - Tc(r) - Kg(r) - Ycth(r) (7)

where:

• Tc(r) = (27fRo)2 f_ MC r'dr' is the total torque input in the region [0,r];

• K_(r) = (27rRo)2ma. rYe(r)re(r) is the convective torque flux across the flux

surface 'r';

• and Y¢**(r) = (27rRo)2f_m_.n***vcr'dr' is the thermal (xx = th) or total

• (xz - tot) plasma angular momentum stored in the region [0,r]. .

Since SNAP is a steady state code and the analysis of the TFTR parameters will be

limited to quasi-steady-state plasma conditions, the term _'¢th, in Eq.(7) vanishes,|

8



The experimental conductive momentum confnement time, for the region [0-r], is

then defined as the momentum replacement rate:

rg%_(r ) (8)
_,(r)- T_(_) '°_

d

With density and velocity profiles of the form:

x(,,)= :_(o)(1-(r/_)')o_ (9)

in steady state conditions, one derives:

,_o_no,_(0)_(0)2(_R0)_
_'_:_(a) = Tc(a) (1+ _,, + a,,) (10)

The appropriate definition of a corresponding theoretical momentum confinement

time is fhen suggested by Eqs. (7) and (2), with KS_ replaced by Ktch_°:

Y¢_(r) (11)
Tcth_°(r)= Ktch_o(r)+•" K;(r)

" Since it is experimentally observed that K_(r) <:<NSf(r), the convective torque flux

is sometimes neglected in the above definition, Eq.(11).
r-

3 THEORIES FOR MOMENTUM TRANSPORT
41

!
| 3.1 Theories of neoclassical momentum transport

3.1.1 Gyroviseosity

The lower limit to momentum transport is that described by the neoclassical the-
qi

ory. When Braginskii's stress tensor is extended to include toroidal effects [241 the

toroidal component of the viscous torque, < R¢'V'I_ >, reduces to the sum of the

perpendicular viscosity contribution:
411

¶ :i,2 1 0 0flCj

=_. ., < RC VIii >=< RhoOl¢(R3ho_72j-_¢ ) > (12)

1 °
|
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and the gyroviscosity contribution:

Z3,4 1 0 (R3hoT_4j O_¢j,< R.VII >=- < Rh01 > (13) .
where h, and l_ are the metric and length elements in a (¢, 0, ¢) flux surface coordinate

, system.

The neoclassical perpendicular viscous torque of Eq.(12) long has been recog-

nized to be one-to-two orders of magnitude smaller than is necessary to account for

measured momentum confinement times {2]. Stacey and Sigmar I241 noted that if

the poloidal asymmetry in density or rotation velocity was order c = y/R, then the

neoclassical gyroviscous torque of Eq.(13)was the correct magnitude to account for

measured momentum confinement times. The experimental and theoretical evidence

for O(e) poloidal asymmetries was summarized in Refs. [54], [55] and [56].

In the circular flux surface approximation, Eq.(13) for the gyroviscous torque

becomes:

=3,4 1 0 n_-,3,4 1 8 0_¢j
< R_)'V'YI i >-= < r/tllcc/>- < 774jR 2 > (14)r Or r Or 0_

Approximating =

x(r,_) = Xo(r)[1 + _] = Xo(r)[1 + _, sin0 + _c cos0] (15) _

(x = nj, v¢i) and assuming _ to have a weak radial dependence (i.e. setting O2/Or =

0) led [24] to the following approximation for the gyroviscous torque:

._.a,4 1 0 R2 0_i 1 - r cO
<( R_'V'II.i >_-- ---- < ?_4j >_" -_Oj (T]4ioV¢jo)G (16)r cOt cOO -R

where

E E E E - *

and with G(r) =--7"/(T]4jvcj ) _r(7_4jVcj).
o
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Expressions for the momentum confinement time and central rotation speed which

took into account radial profiles were developed I21] using the approximation of
qlb

Eq.(16) and setting G = 1'

" _"(a) = _j f_ < RmjnivcJ > r dr .._ 2eBR_2 hn,,T rhD (18)
_-,1Z < R¢'_Ij > r dr - OTa(O) h,,,, mp

_¢"(0) _= = Tc(a) (19)

2eBT_(a) h.,,r2

+ Ig")

An effective gyroviscous momentum flux was later constructed I571 by :using an

effective O that was independent, of position:

gv

3,4 K_j(T) _)j j_o r O, ,II+¢j(r)- rR2(2r)2 = 2rR2 [r'-_r,(_74jvcj)]r dr' (20)

" Here, the quantities h_y are radial integrals involving the profiles of the quantities

'x' and 'y', the last term in Eq.(18) is a mass factor that is unity in deuterium plasmas,

O is an effective value, Vp is the plasma volume and

//¢'_ /I¢ (21)

In order to obtain the effective gyroviscous torque for the plasma, Eq.(16) must

be summed over ion species. Since the concentration of various ion species is usually

unknown, some model is necessary to obtain an expression that can be evaluated

from experimental parameters, The simplest model 1251is to assume that the plasma

consists of a single effective species with charge Z = Z_./I and mpnp = _j min i "._

• mDne, which leads to

. 2 =z4: (22)

" in Eqs. (18) and (19). A -,,,._,,I ,,,,,del i21_,results from assuming that a single

i dominant impurity determ,m.-, I.,th Z.I! and the total gb'roviscous torque. In this

!

i 11
!
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case, charge neutrality and the definition of Zefl can be used together with F,q.(16)

to obtain

2 =z(z- 1)/(zo.- 1) (23)

This last model can be extended to include a metal impurity, with _,_et _ Zm_t, in4.._ef f --

which case

2 =2 =z(z- 1)/(zo.- z_o,- 1) (24)

3.1.2 Cold ions theory

Ware [26] pointed out that the magnitude of the perpendicular viscous torque of

Eq.(12) can be enhanced by an excess of cold ions in an ion-impurity plasma. Recy-

cling at the wall produces low energy ions with about 1 eV energy, a factor of 20..50

times less than the local _/]. The expectation for the presence of iotating cold ions in

the plasma bulk relies on the different temperature dependence of the energy equili-

bration time, vF,j _ nh/T_/2, and the momentum exchange time, vcj c< nIZ_/T_/2,

which allows the cold ions to acquire momentum faster than internal energy (the

subscripts 'c' and 'h' refer to hot' and cold' respectively.)

The starting point for the development of Ware's theory is the neoclassical ex-

pression for the radial flux of toroidal momentum for species j:

do _B+_ _in0_.__ (2_)

where li, is the part of the distribution function which varies as sinO and is odd in

vii, given by:

'," 08 = E[CJk(_*'fk°) + C,k(Ykc, fjo)] (26)k

Indicating the main ion distribution function as fi = fa + lc, where, for simplicity,

_ fh and fc are assumed Maxwellians, and proceeding from the kinetic equations, Ware

-_ derived the following expression for the viscous torque'

: ,0,,, )_J K_°td(r) = --3.3minct,'d(,Pl_)" "_r Yr(2rR0 (27)!

| 12
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with:

• u_s = v/'_ nse4Z_InA mi Ts (28)

and

1 1 Zl(mZ) 2 + (_ + '_Z __z" 3 2 1,_,, -_ s,_Jy - (_o+ _Zs_,) '_'
_'_ (29)Y(Y)= (I +y)_l_ i +y

Eq.(27) can be rewritten as:

K;°_d(r)= Stn_y3/__'(V) (aO)

with

ms)312 (u<sT_12)(epzo)2 Orc,
A = 3,33mi(_i n_ -T_I2 (---_--r)(2rRo)2r (31 /

A is a function of the plasma parameters that are known from the experimental

measurements.

" In the TFTR plasma, the main light impurity is carbon (ZeH = 2- 4) and the

metal impurities are Ni, Fe, Cr, with a Z,_t = 0.2 -0.8. Assuming carbon (Zt = 6,

mc = 12m_) or iron (Zw = 24, mv_ = 55.8mp) as the main impurity, Eq.(30)

becomes:

K$°td(r) _--A n_£ 1n_(1 + m_3/_ -- A% (32)mi Tl /

3.1.3 Highly Collisional Theories

Hsu-Sigmar [27] and Stacy-Neeley [28] have developed theories applicable to highly

collisional ions. Since the ions in these TFTR experiments are not highly collisional,

we will not discuss these theories. However, we note that these theories exhibit the

° same plasma paramete: dependence as the gyroviscous theory and, under similar

assumptions, lead to the same formulation as given by Eqs. (18)-(20), albeit with

different definitions of E).

13
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3.2 Theories of anomal !us momentum transport

3.2.1 Stochastic magnetic perturbations

! Morozov and Pogutze [311,[291proposed an anomalous viscosity mechanism based on
i

small-sc_e turbulence. They derived a self-consistent set of equations (continuity,

generalized vortex, generalized Ohm's law and heat transport equations) for the de-

scription of nonlinear low-frequency electromagnetic os"illations in plasmas and the
!

• associated transport processes. These equations were obtained f_r a non-collisional,

| cylindrical plasma; included nonuniformity of current, pressure and rotation; and

were used to evaluate the _ifferent fluxes across surfaces moving with the plasma to

= determine the transport coefficients. The viscosity coefficient was found to be rc!ated

-= to the electron thermal diffusivity as (for _ < 1)'mi Bei

.| ,mp ,,n,,mi _ .._ c2ve _ mi _e Aic_]. 1'5 (33)XC -_ Xe _ --- = t_l_e'-- cx .-----:_
! me wpeqa me qRoB"

i = _- Ai = m,/mp,
where C1 is a constant of O(1), 7 = 1 - 2, _ = r/Ro, fie B /(2_o),

i and mi,p,e are the ion, proton and electron masses. We can construct a corresponding_. torque flow to compare with the experiments:

.:! 2 ,mp0
KSmp(r)= (2rR) rmDne(r)x, _v,(r) (34)

!

! Morozov et al. [32] have recently pointed out that the oscillation spectra seen
|
| experimentally have a maximum at kj_p_ ,._ 1. and, according to the theory, should

not contribute to the transport.

3.2.2 Ion Temperature Gradient Modes

The ion-temperature-gradient (ITG) driven modes are electrostatic drift waves driven

unstable by an ion-pressure gradient. Their presence requires a threshold condition ,

ddn{T,} :> _,¢rr _,_ 1 .- 2, and implies X_ = Xc increasing with Vi.

• The evaluation of the momentum flux due to electrostatic drift waves, that is' 135} o
I

l Ot'_ "'_'k,

i mjn_k_j-_r = -mjn_ < _,j_¢ >= mjnj _k, < k_ Vll-V > (35)

14
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(k _is the wavelenght number, <> indicates here the time average, _ is the fluctuating

component of x) requires the determination of the oscillation spectra and saturation

levels of the fluctuatiom_. There exist different _pproaches for modelling tile plasma

parameter fluctuations, and for this reason the ITG modes theory is still in evolution_
,,#

The extension to a subsonic rotating plasma 1351of the earlier nonlinear theory

{361,developed for sheared slab geometry and focused on the lowest radial eigenstate

of the system, leads to the the following expression for the turbulent momentum

diffusivity:

• 2 L,_ dYe
. ,,,,, p;_,[i + n, +( )_]_ (30)
,_¢ X_'_ = 1.3 LS T 2c, dr

The meanings of the new symbols are: T = T_/Ti, L, = ___-1_d,. , Ln = n_a'--_-ld_,
.

. c_ = V/_T-_and p_ = c__e_'

i A slightly different expression for Xi, less dependent on _7i,has also been derived
for toroidal geometry [371:

| . n,,_- L, (1+ _7,) (1 + r/,) /TAv/_T,

i _:i __w,_p 2 cx L,_/L, V _' _ (37)

/'tT

The role of higher radial eigenstates in sonic ITG driven turbulence was explored|

| in Ref. [37], and it was concluded that )/_is enhanced beyond estimates based on the
i

| lowest eigenstate alone.

II The above formulas for the ion momentum and thermal diffusivities were derived|

: assuming: one-fluid description of the ions; fully developed turbulence, that is r/i >>

r/_'; and L,,, r/i << _. The first assumption makes a simulation of the TFTR results

questionable since the fast ion population is a large fraction of the total one.

The argument that a large diffusion coefficient should flatten the temperature

. and velocity profiles, and hence reduce transport, has motivated recent works by

Romanelli [391and Hahm I40] focused on the derivation of an expression for rj_ as a

| function of the plasma parameters. Romanelli's expression for r/_ is 1391:I,,

ii

i 77/n'°m= (1. + 1./TlZL,_/Ro (38)

,



and. t i_hm and Tang derived 140].

r/__T = 2_r- b, L,_ 1. , = ko._e_, (39) •
7 + b, + 1.88-_-(1 + -7) b, 2 2

(ko being the poloidal waveleLgth)

Near threshold, the use of ttorton's expression for Xi, based on toroidal quasilinear

theory,

X_'H = vlb?,- r/_ L,,R-"--'-_o¢ V/77, - _'_--_ _/_ R--o-_2 7?,_>r/7 (40)

was recommended in Ref. [58]. The torque flow, in the form given by Eq.(34), will

be computed using X_i -_ XI _H and Romanelli's expression for _ for tile purpose of

the comparison with TFTR data.

:- In a recent article, Mattor and Diamond [411derived an expression for )_ valid

"i in the range 0.95 < Vi -<0.95+ (1 + 1/T)L,_/L, =_rIMSzD:

LT) 2pivthi (41) *

i (with Nth a threshold function dependent on rli).
|n
11i

i 3.2.3 Anomalous viscosity due to trapped and untrapped particle modes

R
Osipenko et al. 1331have studied ion transport due to interaction of ions with the

|
electrostatic part of the drift oscillations in collisionless, rotating tokamak plasmas,

- using a Hamiltonian formalism. The total momentum flux is defined by:

m,nl)(. _pOvll (42)
g

: = - aJaox 2/7--,, - l'-----_t'-:: _. o(_tr - fid3v])
- a._ zmi[zTr)'rl_ OJ OJ

o

: where J and _"are the action-angle variables, l is the vector of integers corresponding

to the Fourier harmonics in the angular space 0, and Do is a diffusion coefficient
4R

$, describing the evolution of the lower order distribution function f,0. The spectrum
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used is a model spectrum which agrees with experimental observation: a gaussian

spectrum with 5w _ v/2T_/m,/L,_.

They found that the contribution of trapped ions to diffusion and heat conduction

is _ times lower than that of passing particles, although the main contribution to

electron transport comes from the trapped electrons. The viscosity coefficient due to

untrapped particles (up), as derived by them, is

X_p = .083 p, Te Tr --T 2'5 1 (43)

and the corresponding trapped particle coefficient is p,/a times smaller. The corre-

sponding torque flow is of the form given by Eq.(34).

4 EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The experiment consisted of a series of co-, counter- and balanced NBI shots at

* different plasma currents (lp = 1.1 and lp = 1.7, 1.8 MA), with a total injected beam

power, Pb, ranging from 4 to 14.5 MW. The injection of deuterium neutral beams into

a well conditioned deuterium target plasma lasted 0.5 or 1 seconds. Other plasma

parameters, which remained fixed, were: minor radius, a = 0.79 m; major radius,

R = 2.45 m; maximum beam energy, Eb _ 100 keV; beam tangency radii ranging

from 1.74 to 2.99 m; beam species mix by neutral current fraction, 45:28:26 (1 ' 1/2

' 1/3), and magnetic field, Bt = 4.75 T. Also a magnetic field scan was performed

at Bt = 2.9, 3.8 and 4.8 T, at Ip = 1.0 MA, using 7 MW of co-beam or 12 MW of

counter-beam power.

The experimental conditions, at the time of the diagnostic neutral beam (DNB)

injection, at which time the plasma parameters had reached quasi steady state values,
B

are summarized in Table 1. The new parameters listed in this Table are: _ is the

line average density; 7_ -z x(O)/[x] is the peakedness factor for the plasma parameter

x, where [xi is the volume average of x(r); Z,,,_, = nMZ2M/n_, where "M" denotes a

17
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metallic impurity; Lc fi/LCtot and Wfi/W_ot are the fraction of angular momentum

and energy, respectively, stored in the fast ions.

Time traces of several of the measured parameters are shown in Fig. 2 for a co-

and a counter-injected discharge. The co-injected discharge had a lower density and

higher ion temperature, stored energy and neutron emission rate than the counter-

injected discharge, for the same NB power. The rotation speed was greater for co-

than counter-injection.

This set of uni-directional discharges, designated as Hot-Ion-Mode discharges,

showed characteristics between the L-mode and the Supershot discharges, that is'

low recycling, low ohmic target density (typically 1.2- 1.5 10X°m-a), density peaked-

ness "P,,_= 1.7- 2 , rs up to twice the L-mode value, a large fast ion population

(nfi(O)/n_(O) = 0.1-0.4) and a relatively high ion temperature (Ti(0) = 10-20 keV).

Higher T',,, is usually accompanied by higher _-_.

The rotation data taken in this experiment are characterized by the plot of central

rotation velocities shown in Fig. 3 and by the radial profile of rotation velocity-to-

thermal velocity shown for deuterium and the principal carbon impurity in Fig 4.

The collisionality parameters for deuterium and carbon are also shown as a function

of radials in Fig. 4.

Central rotation velocities up to 5.7 xl05 m/s were obtained in the co-injection,

low current shots. For the same value of injected torque per particle, the central

velocity is 10-20 % lower in counter-injection shots. There does not appear to be a

plasma current dependence of the rotation velocity. Most of the rc(0) data points

show a linear dependence on T¢(a)/_, with the exception of the low-B shots, which

also exhibit the lowest densities, are strongly beam dominated, and have a very peaked_

velocity profile. ,

The peakedness of the velocity profile, 7:',_ = 3 - 6.5, increases with Iv and is less

| for counter- than co-injeclion Characteristic velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 5

The lines in the t,_ and 7", I_l_Jtsare not a fit of the experimental data but represent a

18
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mapping of the data for R > Ro onto flux surfaces performed by SNAP. Comparison

of the data points for R < Ro with the mapping thus provides an indication of any
Q

in-out asymmetry in the data. The Tj data seem to be quite uniform (with respect to

in-out asymmetry) over the flux surface, as would be expected from consideration of
,,J

the rapid heat conduction along field lines. The v¢ d_ta, on the other hand, exhibit

an in-out asymmetry larger than the experimental error. The symmetry found in the

Tj(r) data would suggest that the asymmetry in the v¢ data is real.

Torque flow terms have been evaluated for several shots. The convected torque

flow, T_', is approximately 1-10% of the conducted flow, KS _, over most of the plasma

region, and the total cx losses amount to only a few percent.

The accuracy of the calculated source of torque can be checked with a couple

of methods. Since the calculated neutron emission depends on whether the beams

are deposited (most of the neutrons are from beam-beam and beam-target interac-

tion), one can compare the calculated and measured neutron rates. Since the fusion

cross-section is heavily weighted to high energy, good agreement with measured neu-

. trons provides some confidence that the initial deposition profile is correct, but less

about whether the fast ions are well-confined radially. A second check can be done

by comparing the total stored energy as calculated by SNAP from density and tem-

perature measurements and calculated fast ions, with the same quantity measured by

a diamagnetic loop.

The difference between calculated and measured neutrons was, on average, +20%

for counter-injection and -17% for co-injection shots. The uncertainty affecting the

neutron measurements is estimated to be .-_ 12%. The origin of this disagreement,

which suggests a systematic error is affecting the measurement procedure or the

calculation, has not been clarified yet.
e

Some discrepancy is also found between the stored energy inferred from magnetic

. measurements and the one resulting from the SNAP kinetic calculations. The dia-

magnetic stored energy from magnetic measurements agrees with the calculated value
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to within -4-10%.

If the discrepancies between the measured and calculated neutron production rate
o

and stored energy are due to systematic errors in the modeling, this could also affect

the torque deposition calculation, The credibility of the SNAP deposition profile

is suggested by the good agreement with TRANSP [59] calculations, which employ

a more sophisticated deposition and thermalization profile model (particle-following

Monte Carlo code).

The thermal momentum confinement times, constructed from Eq.(8) and plotted

in Fig. 6, show a modest degradation with Ph, a significant increase with Iv and ,lo

clear dependence on the direction of injection. As shown in Table 1, the peakedness of

the velocity profile increases with Iv, which may be related to the increase of _'_h with

Ip. The total momentum confinement time is 'r_ot ,.,.,3r_ h (which means that 2/3 of

the plasma momentum is carried by the fast ions), and for 'r_ot the Iv depend_nce

disappears because of the decrease of n/i with increasing lp.
4t

Central ion temperatures up to 25 keV were reached in low current, balanced and

co-injection shots. For the ,,Jamevalue of injected power, Tj(0) decreases with Iv and

is less for counter-injection than for co-injection, consistent with the increase in _e

with Ip and with higher _e for counter- than for co-injection. The ion temperature

peakedness, 7_T_= 2.2- 4.8, increases with Ip and Pb and is less for counter- than

co-injection, similarly to 7:'v_.

Typically the electron density increases during the beam heating, reaching an

equilibrium value in _ 300 ms. fie increases with Ph, Ip and from co- to counter-

injection. The _e is ,,_ 35% higher in the high current shots; 7_(01 does not show

a clear Pb or Ip dependence. Typical n_ profiles are shown in Fig. 5 for co- and

counter-injection shots. t

For the same Ip and Ph, the co- and counter-injection shots have remarkably

different density-rise histories and the final _. is 10-30 % higher in the counter- shots.

A larger density in the proximity of the inner bumper limiter is also a characteristic
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of the counter- density profiles. The rate of rise of N_ and the total electron density

has been compared to the integrated beam electron source, Nb, for 14 MW co- and

counter- shots. During the first 200 ms, ON_/O_ is approximately equal to the rate of

beam electron input, ONb/Ot, for the co-injected shots, but it is 1.5-2.5 times higher
,p

in the counter-injected shots, suggesting an enhancement of the electron influx from

the wall. There is a substantial difference in the magnitude and poloidal profile of

the Hs signal between co- and counter-injection, suggesting a substantial influence of

the direction of injection on the edge conditions.

Charge exchange, first-orbit and shine-thru losses were calculated to determine

their contribution to the difference in N_ between co- and counter-injection. The first

orbit losses are higher in counter-injected shots, while charge exchange and shine-

thru losses are almost independent of direction of injection. But since the final fi_

in counter-shots is 10-30 % higher th_n it is in co-shots, at fixed Ph, the calculated

total losses differ only by a few percent between co- and counter-injection and cannot
b

account for the different electron density time histories observed in the experiments.

. The VB diagnostic was used to determine the density of the light impurities,
4,

principally carbon. The metal content, evaluated from the PHA measurements, was

small in all discharges (metal contribution to Z_ff,Zm_t _ 0.3), except for the low

current co-injection shots, where Z,,a = 0.6-0.8. No information was available on the

radial distribution of the impurities; therefore Z_ff and Z,,,_t are assumed constant

in our analysis. The PHA value of Z_I! is larger by about 10-30 % for counter-

than co-injected shots, which together with the data given in Fig. 2, suggests that

the higher fi_ and lower T_(0) for counter- than co-injection could be associated with

larger impurity accumulation. However, VB values of Z_,,f, which are considered

more accurate than the PHA values, do not support this explanation.
t

The thermal energy confinement time was compared with the thermal momentum

. confinement time. There appears to be a correlation between the two, but there is

a significant scatter in the data No correlation is observed between the total energy
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and momentum confinement times,

5 COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPER-

IMENT

5.1 Gyroviscous theory

The gyroviscous theory embodied in Eqs. (18) - (20) was applied to the analysis

of the data of the previous section, making use of experimental data to evaluate

the parameters entering these formulas. Two different models for summing over ion

species to obtain an effective plasma gyroviscous torque were examined, corresponding

to the expressions for Z, given by Eqs. (22) and (24),

5.1.1 Case 2 = 2 =_Z(Z- 1)/(Z,f!- Zm,t- 1).

A comparison of theoretical (Eq.(19)) and experimental central rotation velocities for

all the shots in Fig. 3 is given in Fig. 7, and a similar comparison of theoretical

(Eq.(18)) and experimental momentum confinement times is given in Fig. 8. A

value (_=1.5 was found to provide a good fit of the gyroviscous formulas to the data.

(The possibility of G(1) poloidal asymmetry factors in TFTR is discussed in the

following sections.) The agreement is reasonably good, although there is a general

tendency to overpredict rC for the counter-injection shots and to underpredict it for

the co-injected shots. The VB values of Zell, which were similar for co- and counter-

injection were used, to evaluate _". If the PHA values of Z_fl, which were larger for

counter- than co-injection were used, the predicted values of T__' for counter-injection

would be reduced relative to tile _" for co-injection, improving the agreement with ,
J

experiment.

Next, we determine if the d('p(:,ndences of the momentum confinement time on

T,(0), 2(Z_fj,) and B predict(,d by tile gyroviscous theory are consistent with the
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data. It does not suffice to merely plot the experimental _.$xagainst each of these

variables, because there may be a correlation among the values of two or more of the
B

variables appearing in Eq,(18). To account for the possibility of such correlations, we

will divide the experimental _'_ by Eq.(18), but with the variable whose dependence,p'

is to be checked suppressed, and plot the resulting ratio (or its inverse) against the

suppressed variable, If the dependence upon the suppressed variable predicted by

Eq,(18) is consistent with the data, then the resulting plot should consist of points

all falling on the 45° line. For example, the ratio

= BR° 2 no,h(0)h.
T_" n_(O) h,,,,TO (44)

should plot as a straight line against _(0). Similarly the quantities'.

2,'"_ =- (45)
eBR] n_,h(O)h,,,,T

and

sgr _..

eR2Z n_th(O)h,,vT (46)
i

should p_ot as straight 45° lines against 2 and B, respectively.

The quantities TJ"(0) and 2 g_ are plotted against _(0) and Z, respectively, in
i i

Figs. 9,_iti!d10 for all the shots in this dedicated experiment. Tile parametric depen-

dence p!_<!icted by Eq.(18) is consistent with the data for T_(0) and not inconsistent

with the:data for 2(Z_/I) as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. The parametric

dependence on B predicted by Eq.(18) was not evident from the limited set of data

points in ',!,he18scan.

The tor,que fiow, K_ _, consistent with the above gyroviscous theory predictions,

given by Eq.(20), is compared with the same quantity constructed from the experi-
t'

mental data in Fig. 11. The comparisons were similar for all shots examined. There

is a significant overprediction in the center, but reasonable agreement in the outer

regions. The same constant O = 1.5 was used in this prediction, and the disagreement

in shape could indicate a radial dependence of O.
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5.1.2 Case ,_ = Z_ff

Figure 12 shows the comparison between experimental and theoretical central velocity, o

as predicted by Eq.(19) using the Z = Z_ff model. A value of 0 = 0.4 was used in

o'Yv(0)to the data_ which implies the assumptions of -this case to obtain a good fit of v¢

O(0.2c) poloidal asymmetry factors, O. The v_'(0) formula reproduces the trend of

variation of the experimental data.

The scatter in the comparison of r_ _, T_V(0), Bg_ and Z, with the experimental

data are larger with the 2 = Z_f/model than with the Z = Z(Z- 1)/(Z_/I-Z,_t- 1)

model for summing over ion species. This suggests the dominance of impurities in

determining the gyroviscous torque.

5,2 Cold ions theory

In order to evaluate Ware's expression for the torque flow, Eq.(27), the cold ion

density and temperature must be known. Since neither theoretical expressions nor "

measurements of these quantities are available, we proceeded by determining the

magnitude of the ratio 7c, in Eq.(32), that is required to fit that expression to the

experimental data (K$°Id(r) = KSX(r)). The collision frequency v_i, Eq.(2S), has

| been evaluated assuming carbon (C) and iron (Fe), alternatively, as impurity T. In

I both cases, the required value of this ratio (% _ 102) is well above any value that is
: plausible. Similar results were found for the other shots.

5.3 Anomalous torque flows
i

The torque flows, K¢(r'/, constructed from Eq.(34) using the XC predicted by the var-

: ious anomalous theories described in Section 3.2 have been compared with the torque °
=

| flow interpreted from the local momentum balance measurements and constructed
• according to Eq.(7), for each shot of the rotation experiment. A representative shot

was chosen to illustrate the results, which were similar for all shots in the experiment.
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There is a substantial disagreement in radial profile and in magnitude between

each of the anomalous theoretical torque flows and the experimental torque flow, as

can be seen in Fig. 11. The predicted torque flow due to untrapped particle modes,

K _p, evaluated by using Eq.(43), severely underestimates (1-2 orders of magnitude)

the experimental torque flow everywhere except very near the center of the plasma.

The predicted torque flow due to stochastic magnetic perturbations, K ,mp, evalu-

ated by using Eq.(33), is in reasonable agreement with experiment near the center of

the discharge, but decreases with plasma radius for r/a >_0.5 and severely underpre-

dicts ( ,._ 2 orders of magnitude) the experimental torque flow near the plasma edge.

C1 = 1 and V = 2 have been used to evaluate _¢ .

The '_?_H' torque flow is computed using X_' = X_'H, Eq.(40), in conjunction

with Romanelli's formula, Eq.(38), for U_'. Figure 13 illustrates the radial profiles

of r/_=and those of several theoretical expressions of r]_. For r _<0.1 - 0.2 m, the

experimental _7_is smaller than 77,R°_ and the ITG flux vanishes. For r _>0.1- 0.2 m,
t_

up to the plasma edge, r/__ exceeds the theoretical critical value and the difference

. (_7__ - _7in°_) remains confined in the range 0-1.2. The 'rhH' momentum flux is absent

in the center of the plasma, becomes comparable in magnitude to the experimental

flux for 0.3 _< r _<0.5, and then drops to a small fraction of the experimental flux

towards the edge.

The error bars affecting the evaluation of rh, and subsequently of X_', are rela-

tively large. They were estimated by performing a series of 100 transport analysis

varying the input plasma parameters within their ranges of uncertainty by Monte

Carlo sampling a Gaussian error distribution [17]. The error bars on the computed

and measured r/_( and on the other figures ) represent the standard deviation of the

calculated rh. The correla,,ion between the experimental and the theoretical r/, has

also been discussed in Ref. [17].

. Among the other expres_i(_n._f(_rthe diffusion coefficient discussed in Section 3.2.2,

,,to_ Eq.(37), predicts rh(, smaih.._t diffusion coefficient. The torque flow evaluated
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assuming X_' = X_'t°_ in Eq.(34) is indicated by K_¢'t°_ in Fig. 11; it overestimates

the experimental flux by an order of magnitude in the center and underestimates it

by a factor of ,-, 2-4 for r> 0.6 m.

While the different momentum diffusivities based on the ITG theory fail to re-

produce the experimental data, z/__ _,, fl_ over most of the plasma region, both

for Romanelli's _7_',Eq.(38) 1391,and for Hahm's _?_, Eq.(39) [40] (having assumed

b, = 0.1), as shown in Fig. 13. These results would support the hypothesis that

ITG transport is regulated by marginal stability: However, more recent experiments

have provided firm evidence that ion transport is not regulated by marginal stabil-
J

ity [16]. Also the appropriateness of the transport coefficients X_¢'t°_, Eq.(37), and

X']_H, Eq.(40), which were derived for rli well above threshold, are questionable for

the experiments analyzed in this paper.

5.4 Anomalous momentum dif['usivities

Starting from the torque flux, KS _ of Eq.(7), interpreted from the local momen-

tum balance measurements, it is possible to construct an experimental momentum '*

diffusivity, but in order to do so it is necessary to make an assumption about the

mathematical form for of KSx. The most common assumption is that it has the form:

-K$_(r) (47)

The experimental X$_ and the anomalous XC, constructed by using the measured

plasma parameters to evaluate Eqs. (33), (37), (40) and (43), were compared. The
J

differences between experimental and predicted values are similar to the differences

among the K¢'s previously discussed.

-_ It is of interest, however, to examine how the parametric dependences predicted °

by the various theories compare with the experimental data. A regression analysis of

__ X_* in the range 0.25 < ; < 0.7 produced the following parametric dependence [171:

i _. r 1.22 48X¢ o_CB°'16I;°'59P°'23( a ) ( )
°|
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where C = 1 and 1.15 for co- and counter-injection,respectively.

A similar regression analysis, using as data points the values of XC predicted by the
Q

different anomalous theories and as variables (BI Ip, Pb, r/a) produced a correlation

able to fit the experimental data with a standard deviation no better than 40%. This

large range of scatter of the data around the fitting curve leads to the conclusion that

this set of parameters cannot properly represent the parametric dependence of the

theoretical X¢'S.

Since the magnitude of the X_he° is comparable to the X$x only over a small range of

the minor radius, we checked if X_x correlates with the following factors, representing

the X¢'s given by Eqs. (33), (37), (40) and (43), in the range r = 0.2- 0.4, m:

qRB2, RB2L,, , RB2L, , L, B2T i (49)

We have been unable to identify any meaningful correlation between measured XC

= values and the factors listed above.

" The disagreement of the anomalous theories does not exclude the anomalous na-

i ture of momentum transport. In fact, while theory has failed to identify the driving
forces of the plasma parameter fluctuation, the evaluation of particle and heat flux

directly from the fluctuation measurements has given results comparable to the ex-

-*-- perimental measurements 160]. A next step in the comparison of experiments and

theory would be the computation of the momentum flux directly from the measured

fluctuation spectrum and amplitude.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR POLOIDAL

ASYMMETRIES IN TFTR

2

| _ 6.1 Measurements of neZe//(R )
m

| The x-ray emission intensity measured [61] by the XIS diagnostic for a series of co- and

I counter-injection shots, both for the OH and NB phase, show profiles symmetric with
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respect to the midplane, indicating the absence of poloidal asymmetries of 2 _,ne Zecy

within the error bar affecting the measurements themselves. The error bar affecting
6

the measurement of each of the 40 detectors is ,,_ 10%. The uncertainty in the overall

up-down asymmetry is therefore reduced by a factor of 1/v/_.
_,.

The symmetry of the XIS emission profiles does not rule out compensating asym-

metries in the main ion and impurity densities, but implies that a relation among

them must be satisfied. When Ze// = 3, Zma = 0.5, ZI = 6 and ZM = 26, charge

neutrality, the definition of Ze/y and the magnitude of the experimental error in

n_Ze// would require:

in order for compensating asymmetries to mask an O(c) carbon asymmetry.

6.2 Measurements of f2¢I(R)

Figure 5 shows the toroidal velocity radial profile as measured by CHERS for one

shot. The in-out asymmetry of f_¢i(R), visible in the plasma center, of O(e) or ;_

larger, was characteristic of most of the measured velocity radial profiles. The TI(R)

profiles, measured by the same diagnostic, appear symmetric. The symmetry of the

T_(R) profile, which is expected theoretically, seems to rule out the possibility of an
error in the evaluation of the plasma center loc_tion; it suggests that the the in-out

asymmetry of the toroidal rotation is real, or that the errors in the T1 and v¢i data

propagate in different ways. The PPPL diagnosticians do not have confidence in the

ability of CHERS to diagnose in-out asymmetries in TI(R) and f2¢I(R), since the

measured signal attenuates exponentially with the distance from the plasma edge,

due to beam attenuation. •

i

ii
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7 THEORY FOR POLOIDAL VELOCITY AND

.- DENSITY ASYMMETRIES

,, An essentially neoclassical model is used to calculate the poloidal density asymmetries

and poloidal velocities. While neoclassical theory is thought to underestimate many

aspects of ion transport, parallel neoclassical transport can account fairly well for

resistivity, bootstrap current, and damping of poloidal velocity [621. Thus, we are

encouraged to use a neoclassical model for the viscocity since the parallel viscocity

is the dominant viscocity mechanism entering the poloidal momentum balance. We
I

use a "zero-heat-flux" viscocity model (appendix). We have examined a "finite-heat-

flux" viscocity model but have found that results were quite sensitive to unknown

parameters.

7.1 Continuity equation and form of the poloidal flow

By subtracting the FSA of the continuity equation, Eq.(1), from Eq.(1), one obtains:

1 O (ujv,jrR) > (= Cj) (51)O(nivo j 1 0 (njv,.irR) - < rS i R OrBoo0, Bo ) =rSi ROt

The LHS term of the equation is ,,_ (enjvoi), while the RHS is •

cj ~ rSjo,_- n_,_j_coso-

The RHS of Eq.(51) is usually negligible with respect to the LHS and the equation

in commonly solved to obtain:

njvoj= Kj [=co_t(O)] (53)Bo

When the RHS of Eq.(51) cannot be neglected because large poloidal asymmetries of

localized sources [631or a large radial particle flux are present, the proper form of the

poloidal velocity becomes:

Bo foo C.7voj = in-(Kj + E de) (54)
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We have estimated the magnitude of the RHS of Eq.(51) from the experimental

data. The main (deuterium) ion source is the sum of the NBI source, which dominates
f ,_tlt,

the center of the discharge, and of the recycling source, localized near the edge. We

conclude that the RHS of Eq.(51) is negligible over the entire plasma region for the w

main ions. The impurity source is localized at the plasma edge. The magnitude of this

carbon source is such that the RHS of Eq.(51) becomes comparable to the magnitude

of the term (njvoi) and cannot be neglected for the carbon impurity, within a few

centimeters at the edge. Thus, we conclude that Eq.(53) is a valid representation of

the form of the poloidal flow over most of the plasma region, i.e. for r/a ,._ 0 - 0.9.

7.2 Radial momentum balance equation and form of the

toroidal flow

The radial projection of the momentum balance equation, Eq.(2), for the particle

species j, is: -,

Opj 0¢
g,.j + _ + e:inj--_r + ejni(vcjBo - vojB¢) - Mrj - R,.i + II,.i + m_v,.jSj = 0(55)

where:

This equation can be used to write the toroidal velocity as:

v¢i = Voj 1 (g,..i+ Opj 0¢
Z ejnjBo _ + e'_nJ-_r + II_j) (57)

i where the radial friction, momentum input and particle source terms can be neglected

because they are several orders of magnitude smaller than the other terms in the

equation, for TFTR. The inertia term can be written as:

v_jcoso 10v_ ro,Ov_j| = + 2 or + ) (581r 00
i

* and the viscous force, 1"I_i,is given in the Appendix.
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We rewrite the toroidal velocity as:

,. vcj = v°i 1 ( 1 Opi 0¢Z Bo_j Or __) + Rn_jV_ (59)
where:

4

Uj = Ujc coso + Uj_sin0 -_ (60)

n0j {v0j[( r + r 2_j r r r
ejnirv¢iBoR --L,o_L--_e_) sin0 + g 7 (1 +L-_e_+ ----+L,o_ _ )]

+ flAiR (_ -t r r } + mj f'/¢j coso
e L,o_ LA_/_ Lq ) ej Bo

We have defined L, - -x(dx/dr) -1.

7.3 Poloidal variations of _¢j

The contributions of the poloidal velocity, the pressure and the potential terms to
|

i _¢j can be written, respectively as:

i Vojo 1 .

| _J(_o)= _o _(_J+ 2__o_o) (61)

i Tj nl(_,,) 1 a- V*-_¢j(p)= jni(c,,) I)j(_,,)51(_,,) (62)
| ej Vcjo BooL_(o,o) La_(o,o)

and

| - 1 0(I)1 (63)
]_ 12¢1(_)= -v¢ioBo ° OrJ
!

where one has written (I)(r,0) = @o(r) + ¢1(r,0) (the subscripts '0' and '1' do not

refer to the order of magnitude of the functions but, respectively, to the FSA part_

i and to the remaining part of the (I)function).

The parallel momentum equation for electrons,

- 1 Ope O_
-- -- (64)

ene O0 00'
|

. can be used to derive:
!

i 0_1 Tefie( 1 i
0--7= ---7- _ + _) (65)

!
i
|



Alternative]- one can also write:

a¢_ a¢o,i' N, (6o)¢_(r,0)=¢o(T)_,(r,0) _d 0--7-= or + oV_°

which becomes: ,

0¢1 Te .0¢o ¢o,_e] (07)
O"'_= e¢0 ['_r L_

The formulation of Eq.(65) allows the use of measured T_ gradients, while the formu-

lation of Eq.(67) allows the use of experimental ¢o and rc, via the constraint

0¢-----2o= Bcvoj - Bovcj, (68)Or

Experimental measurements of the plasma potential on ISX-B [64] have reported

values of ¢o "_ T_/e in a plasma with intense NBI. Both forms suffer from the need

to evaluate L_ quantities approximately. Since the ¢o data are non-existent for the

TFTR experiments, we will base our calculations on Eq.(65) and discuss how the

results would be affected if we had used Eq.(67).

The contribution of the potential to _¢j, Eq.(63), can be formally written as
1

_¢j(v) = Y_(c,,)n,(_,,) and specifically as

1 (_2_% _ (69)
_¢ei(¢) = Bo e v¢i LT, L_,to.,> LT, L_,o¢o.,_

when Eq.(65) is used to evaluate 8¢1/0r, or as

_/¢1(v) = (1 ro1 ¢o ) T_
_v¢i BoL&v¢,i -_ofi_, (70)

when Eq.(67) is used instead.

The contributions of inertia and viscosityterms are:

_¢j(g_) + _¢j(n;) - Uj_ coso + t_, sinO (71) .

Summing all the terms that contribute to the poloidally varying part of fZcj, one

obtains:

_,j(r.O) "- (2,je(r)cosO + _'],,.(r) sinO (72)
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with:

vo_(2_. _o(r) = -_ +_o)+Vjo_jo+voodoo+ujo (Ta)

• v_j Z + vj,_j_ + vo,_o,+ uj_ (74)

The magnitude of the _¢j is determined by the magnitudes of gj and Voj, which one

must now proceed to evaluate.

7.4 Poloidal Density Asymmetries and Poloidal Velocity

The steady state poloidal projection of the momentum equation, for ion species j, is'

0 0¢

goj + -_op_ + ejnJ'_o + e_njvr_B¢ - Moj - Roj + IIoj + m_vo_Ss = 0 (75)

where the inertia term can be written:

gos = msnj[ -v_s OR 10v_j f- v,j O(rvoj)] = (76). "R Olo t-20le r Or

= mjnj[v2¢j__a_.+2o_(sinOsin0 OS)]"t v_i O(rvoj) ]

The flux surface average of (gq.(75))/(n s h) is:

mjRo < f_j. sin0 > + ms vrj O(rvos) elv_sB¢-- < > + < > (77)r h Or h
Ro1 IIoi Moi msvosSs

-< _>+<_>-< hnj >+< hn i >=0

Subtracting Eq.(77) from (Eq. 75)/(ns) , one obtains an equation that describes

the poloidal variations of the density, as a result of the equilibrium between the
J

" pressure, electric field, centrifugal and viscous forces:
t!_

: 1 Ons Tr 1 One mS(v_s +v_ s) r (IIoj Ilos
ns O0 +ZJTsne O0 + Ts Esin0+_TS'_j - < _ >)+_s = 0(7S)

" with

r Moj Roj Roj

|i " _; -_ -m;__; + _ [_j_,B_, n, (---_j< _ >)1 (79)
*. mj O(rv_s) ro,O(rv_j)]+ r rlo___/srio, _,,d_o_" ' + X [_°_0_ < _ o_ _( n_- <_ >'''"_'
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We rewrite Eq,(T8) as:

1 Oni T_ I On_

_ ZJTj no 00 _"Z)j= 0 (SO) .nj 00

For a two ion species plasma (i=main ions; I=light impurity) the system of Eqs,
b

(80)j'=i,z can be solved in terms of hi, The presence of the metal impurities, which

would affect the other ions through the potential and collision terms, can be neglected

since we are considering discharges with Zm_t - Z_tnM/n. = 0,1- 0,6 (M=metal

impurity), The poloidal variation of the impurity density, in the case of mi = miZt,

v¢i "_ Vex and Ti _ 71I is described by: '

1 Ont = [-:Dr(1 + Z_ ni T_ ni T_. T__ ao _1 + z),z,z__l(1 + _zo.) -_ (sl)
For the main ions',

1 Ohi _[_+ z_zni_( 10nt niT_. 1_, o0 = noT, n_00)](1+ Z,_)- (S2)
In the case of _7oivoiZiT_/(n_Ti) < _7oiVet/n_ and Zi = 1, which is the case for

TFTR, the :Di term can be neglected and Eq,(81) becomes independent of hi and voi,

One derives an expression for the impurity (carbon) density poloidal variation:

1 Ont
= -_t_sinO + _r, cosO= (83)nx O0

_ {mIv_x 13 /30V¢[Ti _ (Z_ - 1)n_T.]} (TI + T.Z.//)-lesinO2 w_ Or

+ { rlotVor2. _7olVot 2
rpl _nt_sinO rpt (e + _ht_)cosO

+ r/°x/3atofit_ coso + r/°--L/3f_¢tUt_ cosO}Tt + T. nl/n. =
epx epr Tt + T_Z_// -

- Et sin0 - Cxht. sin0 - CI(2e + hto)cos0 + Dtfitccos0 + FI cos0

The terms from Hot that have been neglected in Eq,(83) are at least a factor of e

smaller than the terms that have been included, ft..._ fitZInl/n, has been assumed,

anticipating h; << ht.

The term Et represents the centrifugal force and a contribution from the gyrovis-

cous tensor; CI, DI and Ft are contributions from the parallel viscous tensor.
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The following definitions have also been used:

. Aj - Aj_ sin0 + Aj_ coso , (84)

= aj,_jo sinO+ aj_j_ coso + flcjUj_sinO - Y_¢jUj_coso

(85)

wtth

aj_ = -[ Tj t T_Z_.ni( 1 1 __+ Z-:2.)1 (s6)

ai' = [ezT; ¢uo + T_ Z ' n ' (le ne -ff_T,+ _ )]B--_,I

Equation (83) can be solved for the poloidal variations of the density'.

_I_= E_+ CI_I, (87)

and

" his DIE1 - Cl'(a_ + EI) + FI
= 1 + Cx(Cz - n,) (88)

',, The _i's are functions of Vox, which must be determined by solving the FSA

poloidal momentum balance equation, Eq.(77). To this end, one can write: <

fl_.j sin0 >-._ (_2¢jo_¢j,) and

VOI

Substituting this expression for gt¢i, in Eq.(77) and noting that the friction term

and the terms from the gyroviscous tensor can be neglected, we obtain a polynomial

in ro1 (third degree) that must be solved with a numerical method'.

v___oI_ _ U_, e
- mlfil,v¢i(a1_ + fiR' + mIvcx'-R + _-_71P_B¢ (90)

.r

rlotvol 3 _I, _Ic 1 _
+ R2 [-_+ + (n_+ )1

+ r_jtB [,'lt,( 3 til, fixe. fi_., file.
----htr 2 e 2e )+ Al_('_e - _)]e = 0

The L,s, with x -- ft, vu, (_, etc,, are evaluated numerically with successive iterations,
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Ttle poloidally asymmetric component of tile rna_n (deuterium) ion density, /_t,
, ,

can be determined from Eq.(82), which can be rewritten as:

1_.On_.A = -ill, sin0 + _i_cos0 = (91)
nl 08

- (miv_i 132we//30_._Or7i- T_Zxnl___.)(n_e_T__I,_+ 7, n,,_ni)_le sin0

_ (voivo..__Ae+ T.Z_I,)(T, + 7;_)-1 coso

_ _7olVoi2 (_11_coso + _i_ sin0)(Ti + Ta n_ ).-1
?'hl 3 n_

r/oi/_( . T nl+ + + oZ)-I
+ _-_°/Zfl¢i(Uiocoso + Ui, sin0)(Ti + T__) 1 _=.=

ne

- Ei sin0 - Ci coso - Gi(_i, coso + ni, sin0)

+ D_i, cos0 + D_i_i., sin0 + F_ coso + F_isin0

Eq,(91) can be solved in terms of the poloidal variations of the main ions density:

ni_ = Ei + (Gi- D,i)fii., + Fsi (92)

and *

Ei(D_ - Gi) - C_+ F_

ni.= I+ (Gi- D.)(G_- D.,) (93)

The poloida/velocityofthemain ions,ofwhichthen(c,_)iarefunctions,can be

determinedby solvingtheFSA poloidalmomentum balanceequationforthe main

ions:

- m,n,,v_,(a,_+ -_)+ + -rirzB_ (94)

+ 77oiVoi[_ 3 fzi, ni_ 1 -2+ + +2_ 3-Jd,(n'°

+ vo,____[A,,(3_, n,_)+ A,_( )]
nif 2 e 2e 2e e

+ 4w.' "-_-r +3 ' 3 )--0e Or _ Or
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8 Anomalous effects

" The fluid equations used so far in this report describe neoclassical transport, lt is

well-known that, in general, there are several disagreements between experimental

results and neoclassical predictions of ion transport (e,g, [651),

Values of the radial electron particle flux and the radial ion heat flux interpretted

from the experimental data in the TFTR experiments are much larger than the neo-

classical prediction, We introduce anomalous effects into our calculations by using

measured values of electron particle flux in our equations for/'_j and v0j, However

anomalous forces which produce these anomalous fluxes possibly also should be in-

cluded in our poloidal momentum balance equations, We represent these anomalous

forces by introducing a phenomenological factor which reduces the magnitude of the

experimental fluxes that enter our calculation,

" 8.1 Radial velocities

_, The computation of the _j, _i and v0j radial profiles requires v,,j(r) as input, The

radial electron flux can be evMuated from experimental data, as outlined in Section

2,2, Since the impurity density profile was not measured in TFTR, the radial ion

fluxes have not been determined in this work, Nevertheless, the possible range of

variability of v_3,is defined by the ambipolarity condition',

n_v_ = n_v_Z_ + nlv,.iZ1 (95)

and by the following observations,

The analysis of the plasma parameters has been restricted to the steady state phase

of the discharge, During the last 600 ms of NBI, the plasma parameter measurements,
rr

including the Ze//measurement, appeared stationary, The impurity source is limited

to a few cms near the plasma edge, According to the continuity equation, a steady

state density and the absence of sources/sinks imply a vanishing radial particle flux,
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We can estimate an upper limit for the impurity flux magnitude related to possible

variations of the impurity density which can occur during the steady state phase of the

discharge and which are not clearly observable, The error affecting the total impurity

particles ANx, where Nx = fvz,ni dVv (Vp = plasma volume), can be written in terms

of Z_/f, N_ and their error bars, The impurity flux associated with such a variation

of Nx is', (27r)2rRF_ = -ANx/At, where At is the time length of the steady state

phase of the discharge, The ratio between the impurity and electron radial current is

then',

Zsr_ Zrr_'r_ T_ ANo Z_Sl - 1 AZ_ H
rG = _ = A-_( N_ Z,- 1 + Z,---Z-1) (96)

The particle confinement time, T., was in the range [0,2-0,4] s over most of the

plasma region and it was _ 0,3s at r/a=0,9, With Z.f! = 3, AN./N. = 0,1 and

AZ,,H/Z_/f = 0,2 [471,values typical of TFTR, we obtain',

r,(a)
Z!_ < 0,1 (07)

lD

8.2 Anomalous Forces
tt

a

The transport equations used to investigate fluctuation-induced fluxes include a num-

ber of additional terms rising from the time-averaging of the fluctuating plasma pa-

rameters, In the presence of electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations driven transport,

the poloidal momentum balance equation becomes: 1661,1671

Ol-'-_+ noi - ej_iEo - ej <<niEo>> + <<JIIjB_>> +e.iB¢['j = 0 (98)

where 2 and _ indicate the time-averaged and fluctuating component of the plasma

parameter x in Eq,(98), The collision and momentum input frequencies were assumed

to be smaller than the fluctuation frequency.
,rp

In case of entirely fluctuation driven radial particle fluxes, the first three terms of

Eq.(98) can be neglected with respect to the remaining terms and the radial particle

flux is given by 1651,

['i =<<'njEo>> /Be-<<Jiijb_>> /e i (9,9)
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Experimental evidence suggests that fluctuation characteristics (amplitude, pa-

rameter dependence, frequency, wave length, etc.) have similar parametric depen-

dence in all toroidal fusion devices 165],and this suggests that the electrostatic fluc-

tuation term, in Eq.(98) could be also an important term for the TFTR plasma.

We include the term r(.~1in the FSA poloidal momentum equation, Eq.(77), as a--3

phenomenological representation of anomalous forces
(~1

rjB¢o Fs B¢o IIos

msvcjo_2¢s, + Zj ns---------_- Zj njo F < _ >"_ 0 (100)
We can define:

7;"----Zj Fj / Fe and 7; -= F_~)/Fs (101)

and rewrite:

z (rj (~) ' "- rs ) = 7sre(1 - Tj) - 7sr_ (lO2)

In the following numerical evaluation of n3 and _¢j, we consider values of 7; and
I t

7_ such that: 17;I -< 0.1, according to Eq.(97) and related discussion; Vi + 7_ = 1,

by ambipolarity, and 7_ is a parameter assumed to vary in the range [0 - 1]. The

5, limiting values 7S = 0 and 7s = 1 correspond, respectively, to the cases where the

FSA of the poloidal projection of the anomalous force is negligible with respect to
t

the particle flux, or it is its main driving term. With these values of ")'3and '_'s the

ranges of variability of the % factors are: 7; = [0, 1] and 7_ = [0, 0.1].

The anomalous term I'_~1 is not likely to affect the magnitude of _S directly

through the poloidal momentum balance. However, the anomalous force will affect the

magnitude of IIos and voj directly, and hence will affect rfj indirectly via r_s = r'is(Vos).
i

9 FORMULATIONS OF THE GYROVISCOUS

, TORQUE
3

As discussed in Section 3 1 i. _t, at,.,.nce of information about the concentrations

.- _nrl pnlnid_! a._ymmetries of th_._'anous ion species it has been necessary to make
!
!
|. 39
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assumptions about poloidal asymmetries for the different species. We are now able

to evaluate poloidal asymmetries, albeit approximately. Thus, we reformulate the
w'

gyroviscous torque to include explicitly the poloidal asymmetries of the main ions

(deuterium) and dominant impurity (carbon) in TFTR.

9.1 Relation of poloidal asymmetries to gyroviscous torque

The gyroviscous torque of Eq.(13) can be written

< _t$.V.ns,4 R0 O--j >= (z/4joVcj0Ej) (103)r Or
!

where

_.. = _¢i,(4e + _jc) - _j,flcjc = -1e2Oj (104)-J-- 2 2

w The gyroviscous model that was used to analyze the experimental data was based on

| Eq.(16), which leads to an expression for the total torque summed over (ion) species
l

i E <n_vn_.'_ _j _ o"-J > = - _-" 2 Ro Or (_/4j0vcj0) (105)J i
i

| which, upon defining

4 r 0(_4jv_j)
! Gj = (106)
a r/4j0Vcj Or
J
! and assuming vcj independent of ion species, can be written

E < a$vn_'_>=E _ja_v__j_Tj
j , 2 n _BZj (lo7)

" _ _ .__T_ _Off
mDnevcTx ni--2°(3jGj = ( )etl

*- - 2eBR . n, 2eBR
.

when nj "_ mDZj is used.
lt

-_ Two models for, in effect, estimating the quantity (_G/Z)4 / were discussed in

Section 3.1.1. lt was found in Section 5 that (O = 1.5, G= 1 Z=2) and(_)=0.4

| G = 1, Z = Zdl ) models could t,,,th reproduce the experimental data on v¢(O) and

| r¢. Both of these models correspond to (OG/Z),II -_ 0(0.1). Thus, in order to check



the reasonableness of the values of (OG/Z)efy chosen to fit the experimental data,

we will calculate

(__)o. - a,_,_ + a,_,_ (108)ne ne

,0

Note that the contribution to (OG/Z)_If from the metallic impurities is not being

treated explicitly.

Charge neutrality and the definition of Z_h, lead to

n._L= Zz-Zeyi ni = Z_II-1 (109)
ne ZI - 1 n_ ZI(ZI - 1)

9.2 Different formulations of the gyroviscous torque flow

The experimental torque flow is constructed by integrating the NBI torque density

input over the volume bounded by radius r,

lo"K;X(r) = (2_r)2R < R.M¢ > r dr' (110)
a

when acceleration and convective terms can be neglected. AA¢ is the toroidal com-

'_ ponent of the NBI momentum density input rate and it has been assumed that the

torque flow vanishes at r = 0. The corresponding theoretical quantity is obtained by

replacing < RoMe > with _j < R$'V'I_j >. For the gyroviscous torque of Eq.(103)

K__(_) - -(2_n)_52fo_
0

_ . _(_4j_,j=j)d/- (111)
.7

fo "
," E, 0(_4jv,jZj)

= -(2_R)_Z: _,j_,j(-_( - _ _ ); a,'j ?_4jVcj_'J

= (27rR)2 _ 7?4jvcj -_.__2_J.r' dr'
3

where
41'

r' 0(774jv,jEj) r' 0(774jv_j) r' 0Ej
Gj -- = --- - = G,v, + G=, (112)

_74jVcjEj Or' 774j Vcj Or' _j Or' -

The original formulation of the gyroviscous torque flow was based upon mak-

ing the separation of variables, or weak-radial-dependence of poloidal asymmetries,
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assumption in the evaluation of the radial profile factor Gj, which is equivalent to

setting the G_ i term to zero in Eq.(ll2). This leads to

_0 r "_, 7_KgV* = (21rR)2_'_. _741vcj_G,vj dr' (113)
3 ,,

r OJ r'

I

Making the further approximation that an effective value of Sj/O can be defined

and removed from the integral leads to Eq,(20) and to

/(g" -- (27r)2 E. -ft- _74jv¢iGvv¢rdr'= (27r)2 _-_.-_- V4jvcjGv,,r dr (114)
2 3

which is the expression plotted in Fig. 11.

A third formulation of the gyroviscous torque flow, which avoids the separation of

variables approximations, follows from integration of Eq.(ll 1) over 0 < rt < r.

[(_V(r ) = -(27rR) 2 _--_(r/4jvcjSJ)l_ (115)
i *

We have made use of plausibility arguments that the torque flux and the poloidal

asymmetries must vanish as r _ 0 in deriving Equation (115). (We note that a _:

similar development based on integration over r < r' < a leads to Eq.(ll5) with an

additional term, /_*(a), on the RHS. Thus, there is an ambiguity about Eq.(ll5)

and how it is to be interpreted.)

h,.gv,
/_'_ is mathematically equivalent to ,,¢ when G,_j is replaced by (G,_ + G-=_)

in Eq.(ll3).

!

*-_ 10 Calculated poloidal velocities and poloidal asym-
_

metries

The results of the calculations outlined in Section 7 are illustrated for one shot from .
| the TFTR dedicated rotation experiment. Although the results vary slightly within

the set of discharges, these results are quite representative of the whole experiment.

'!2

!
_1!.

i
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For the impurities, Eq.(90) has one _olution, ro1, approximately given by:

, ro1 _- AI, R _- + 2eTxreBcR2 (116)
e 3 7oI

and plotted in Fig. 14, for 7I = 0.0 and 0.1. The poloidal velocity is driven by the
*'t"

pressure radial gradient and by the radial flux, when present. In the case of "rx= 0.1,

the first and third terms of Eq.(90) are the driving terms for vat in the central and

edge region, respectively. A similar result is obtained when Te/(e_o) varying from

1 at the center to ,_ 0.1 at the edge is used in Eq.(70).

These estimates of Vat are 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than measurements

of Vet in TFTR and in other machines [681,169],[70]Also, these small values of vol

imply a value of the parameter T_/(e'_o) ,,_ 0.1. This disagreement may be due to the

fact that the heat flux, here neglected, plays an important role in determining the

magnitude of v0j, or to anomalous effects.

In order to investigate the effect of a larger poloidal velocity on the magnitude of

* ni and _¢j, we introduce, as input to the calculation, a value of Voxobtained from a

"trial" poloidal velocity profile, ro,, shown in Fig. 14, and b_sed on the experimental

observation of vox(r/a ,_ 0.25) = 1.2 104 m/s in TFTR and voz ," v¢i _ O(104) at the

edge of several other machines. We note that this constructed ro, is much flatter than

other calculated or inferred (from _0 and v¢ measurements) velocity profiles and that

this may overemphasize v0-driven effects in the outer part of the plasma.

We find that in order to reproduce the ro, profile with our model, we would

need to use 7I '_ O(1) or T_/(e¢0) varying from O(1) in the center to O(0.1) at the
, ,

edge. 7x "_ O(1) can only be interpretted as a phenomenological representation of

anomalous forces, given the discussion in Section 8. These values of T_/(ea;o) seem

plausible based on the ISX-B measurements and associated calculations [641.

The corresponding poloidal asymmetries of the impurity density have been plotted

in Fig. 15. The in-out asymmetry is essentially driven by the centrifugal force, that

is: nI_ -_ emi(v¢1 + vol)_(Ti + T_, )-1 while the up-down asymmetry, in this case, is



given by:

nx, "_ - r IIox_ = 7oi (vol - R_ai,5ic)(Ti + T_ZeyI) -1 (117) ,ni Tz + Teni/n_ nxR

As already discussed, 5zt < e because the carbon impurity ions are subsonic.

ni, is driven by the parallel viscous force and is negative over all the plasma region.

The 5z,(ve,) profile haz been calculated using v0x = v0,; its magnitude is ,,_ 0.1c and

,,_ e at r/a=0.5 and r/a=l respectively.

The radial profile of vei is shown in Fig. 16 for three different values of F_ (7i=

0.0, 0.5, 0.9; 7i= 0.1). Tlm main ions poloidal velocity is positive and approximately
_,

given by:

voi _- Ai, R _- + 2 eT,r_____z_B_R2 (118)
e 3 _70i

The first term is important only in the central region and for small P_; otherwise the

main ions poloidal velocity is essentially driven by the radial flux term.

The in-out asymmetry of the main ion density is coupled to the in-out impurity

density asymmetry through the potential gradient, and it is approximately given by:
k.

e,_~_E,= -,[rn,(_ +v0,)_ 132w_z 0v_0_T,- T,Z_nx-e_°](T,_`_ +T,n')-_, (119)

The electric field and centrifugal forces are of the same order of magnitude and have

opposite effects: the electric field tends to drive a negative in-out main ion density

i asymmetry in order to re-establish One/O0 = O.

The combined effects of viscous and electrostatic forces determine the magnitude

n__ _)__,., "_ -Ci - _(rYIoi.______+ T_ZI--nI,)(Ti + T_ 1 (120)
?Zi ?Ze ?Ze

ni_ n__ti)_l= __(7_OiVOi q_ TeZI--nls)(Ti q- Te ,_
- TT_i E ne ne

(121)

!
| Radial profiles of ni, are shown in Fig. 17 for different values of the ion radial
I
- flux term (7,= 0.0, 0.5, 0.9; 7I = 0.1). The relatively small values of fb_ predicted by
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these calculations are consistent with the observation of up-down symmetric Z_//n_

radial profile to within 10% measurement accuracy,

The _¢j_ profile is essentially _ voic/(_Vcj), Due to the relatively large v0j, the

,_ in-out asymmetries, _¢j_., are O(c) and larger, Both up-down asymmetries, _¢_.,and

_¢I, are << e in the case 7; = 7_ = 0,1, When the calculation is performed using the

"measured" ro, for ro1, the relatively large ni., give rise to a _¢i,(r > a/2) of O(e)

and larger.

.Ei(7i = 0,1) and =2I(7x= 0,1) are positive and two orders of magnitude smaller

than e2 over most of the plasma region, E_ increases with 7_ because of the increase

of _i and _¢i with 7i, Ei(Ti = 0,9) is one order of magnitude smaller tha,_ e2 over

most of the plasma region, The magnitude of E3,becomes comparable and even larger

than e2 at the plasma edge because of large values of _¢3'in this region, When the

calculation is performed using the "measured" ro, for ro1, Ez is O(0,1 - 1)¢2 in the

plasma interior and becomes O(10e2) toward the plasma edge; the large edge value is

due to the flat ro. profile and is probably unrealistic,

The (6)G/Z).//parameter, Eq,(108), has been evaluated for the case 7i = 0,9, 7_ =i
0,1 and for the case 7_ = 0.9 and v0z = ro,, The results of the calculations are shown

in Fig, 18. In the first case, we find (OG/Z)_// ,._ 0,1 in the plasma center and

(®G/Z).s/increasing up to _ 10 at the plasma edge, In the second case, the func-

tion (®G/Z).//increases from ~ 10 -2 in the center up to ~ 10 at the edge, Large

values at the edge are probably spurious.

In Section 5 it was found that using a radially-averaged value of (®G/Z).sS ,._0.1

led to predictions of momentum confinement times and central rotation velocities that

agreed reasonably well with experiment. These calculations of the poloidal asymme-

tries support (OG/Z)_ H of O(0,1) but suggest a radial dependence, The main ion

asymmetries contribute significantly to the value of (®G/Z)_sS , which is different

_. than previously thought [21],

The magnitude of the gyroviscous torque flows/f¢ and K__'', given in Eqs, (115)
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and (113) are illustrated in Fig. 19 for the case _,i = 0.9 and _x = 0.1. The ex-

perimental torque flow, KS_, and the K_ _'profile result (evaluated for (_ = 1.5 and

r,-_,* profile was evaluated taking into account the2 = Z_ff) are also shown. The ,_¢

radial dependence of (OG/Z)_fl evaluated from experimental _74iand Vcj profiles and i,

r,-,a,,and r-,_,*calculated poloidal asymmetries, Both ,,¢ ,_¢ have similar magnitude and

radial dependence (close to the magnitude and the profile of K$_). We conclude that

_,1,, (i.e. E) = const(r) and Ga_ = 0) and K u'*the difference in the formulation of ,,_ ¢

(i.e. E)(r) and G_ i = 0) did not generate a considerable difference in the results.

The magnitude of K g_'*¢ is a factor of two smaller than K__ over most of the plasma

bulk. Thus, using poloidal asymmetry factors (_j, or Ej, evaluated from first-principle

M.gv*
calculations of the _j and _¢j, Eq.(ll3) for ,,¢ predicts the experimental torque

flow to within a factor of two over most of the plasma.

For the case IF_~1] _<IFil, rather large values of v0_are obtained, and the dominant

/z'gv* KI_contribution to ,_¢ is from the deuterium ions. When ve_ = re, is used, ni, _

O(e) and the dominant contribution to K_v* is from the carbon ions.
^ gV

The K¢ , which was evaluated from Eq.(ll5) using calculated _i and G_ profiles,
/_gv

is negative and one order of magnitude smaller than KS _. The difference between ,,¢

and K_ _*is entirely in the different treatment of G-=_,which is neglected in K_ "*. We

calculate G-=; by solving for Ej at different radial locations and evaluating the radial

gradient numerically. Figure 20 shows the radial profiles of G_, and G_ for the case

"YI= 0.1 and "_ = 0.9; they have similar magnitude and radial profiles but opposite

signs. Indeed the G_ function is not negligible with respect to G_; actually IG_I
^

is larger than G_, and this explains why K_" is negative. We reiterate that the

interpretation of/_" is ambiguous, as discussed in Section 9.2.

From Eqs. (111 - 115), ii follows that the two formulations of the total gyroviscous

torque flows may be written

.d
g_1,,, h'¢"" h'9"* .c;v ,¢ =-.._ +"¢t - ht., ((;,,_,)+ K_tV(G,iv,) (122)
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and

where K_ v is given by Eq.(111).

The original gyroviscous formulation, Kg"*, which assumed Ga, - 0 (j=i,I), agrees

rather well with the experimental torque flow, However, based upon our model for

calculating the poloidM asymmetry factor Ej, we find G.-; _ 0 and of compara-

ble magnitude (and opposite sign) as G,iv_, resulting in a near cancellation between

K_ V(G,,v_) and K_ v(G,a;) for each species. As a consequence of this near cancella-

tion, we find that/_,_ underpredicts the magnitude of the experimental torque flow

by an order of magnitude or more.

We believe that the qualitative result, Ga; < 0, is probably true independent of the

calculational model for the poloidal asymmetries. However, the degree of cancellation

between/_v (G,v,) and/_v (Ga;) is dependent on the calculational model for tile

" poloidal asymmetry factor, Ej(r). For example, using spatially dependent values of

the parameters Tj, to allow a spatial variation of the anomalous forces which these

parameters represent, could alter the Ej(r) profile. We are unable, based on available

information, to carry out a meaningful study of any such variations in the calculational

model.

In spite of the good agreement of K__ and K_ _*with the experimental torque flow,

one must conclude that the approximation (the separation-of-variables, Ga; = 0), on

which these two formulas are based, is not supported by our calculations of the radial

dependence of the poloidal asymmetry factor Ej.
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11 Comparison with previous work

11.1 Parametric dependence of experimental v¢(0)_ _'¢ and

The question of how v_(0) scales with the main machine parameters has been inves-

tigated since the earliest rotation l_xperiments (PLT [1l,[2], PDX [3l, ISX-B [4], DIII

[5l,,[7l,ASDEX i8],[9l,TFTR [11],[17],JET[181,I22] and PBX-M [23l). The computation

of T__, including profile effects, has been carried out extensively only in recent exper-

iments (DIII, ASDEX, JET and TFTR), since it requires information o11the radial

profiles of n_ and v¢.

, The central rotation velocity was found: (a) to be c< T¢/_ in PDX, and c< _]/,

(_ = const) in PLT, DIII(divertor) and PBX-M (_ = const) ; (b) to be c< (T¢/__,,+

const) in TFTR and ASDEX; (c) to saturate with increasing T¢/[n_] in JET and

with increasing TC in ISX-B (with _ = const) and DIII(limiter) (and _ dependent

on Ph). In these present TFTR experiments, we find rc(O) .._T¢/n_,

_'_, computed from measured profiles, was found: (a) to decrease with TC in

limiter and divertor DIII discharges (even if for different reasons); (b) to depend

essentially on density peaking in ASDEX; (c) to deteriorate, modestly, with Pb in

the TFTR counter-NBI, In these present TFTI:t experiments, we find rg_ decreases

weakly with Tc/n_.

The Ip dependence found for rc(0) in the present TFTR discharges was absent in

most of the other machines, with the exception of DIII, where r__ showed a linear

increase with increasing Ip, which was attributed to v¢ profile broadening with I_.

There are substantial differences among the different machines on how the mo-

mentum confinement in co- and counter-NBI compares: (a) the same magnitude of

rotation velocity was obtained in PLT for the same magnitude of T¢/fi_; (b) a sub-
,4

stantial improvement of momentum confinement, due to a simultaneous increase of
J

n, and rc, was observed in the ASDEX counter-NBI, relative to co-NBI; (c) rc(0)
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was lower in tile TFTR L-mode shots with counter-NBI than in tile co-NBI at tile

same magnitude of T,/,/?_, In this TFTR experiment, we find the rotation velocity is

greater for co-NBI than for counter-NBI,

,_ The trend towards larger momeutum confinement time in larger machines Is con-

firmed by the present results,

11.2 Comparison of theory with experiments for 7"¢and

Previous comparisons of theory and experiments have been most extensive for the

gyroviscous theory, Measured and predicted magnitudes for T,/,and/or v¢ were found

to be in reasonable agreement in ISX-B I251,PLT 1251,DIII 17l JET I21l and TFTI_.

Illl L-modes, Observed parametric dependences could be accounted for in ISX-B,

PLT, JET and some of the TFTR data, Disagreement between plasma parameter

dependences predicted by the gyroviscous theory and observed in ttle experiments

were reported in DIII and other TFTR data, The agreement between gyroviscous

theory and experiment that we find for tile present TFTR data is comparable to the

-. agreement found in Re!s, [[21]] and [[25]],

As discussed in Section 9,1, tile different approximate models for summing tile

gyroviscous torque over species that have been employed in these past analyses cor-

respond to choosing a value of the parameter ((gG/Z)d ! defined by Eq,(108), The

choice of ®G = 1 and Z = Z_!! _ 2,5 in ISX-B, PLT and DIII corresponds to

(OG/Z)d/) ": 0,4, The choice of ®G = 1 and Z = 2 __ 1.5 in JET correponds to

(OG/Z)_.!! " 0,08. We found that the choice ®G = 1,5 and Z = ,_ = 15, corre-
sponding to (®G/Z),_!! '-' 0,1 fit the TFTR data quite well, The larger values of

i " ®G/Z)_!! in ISX-B, PLT and DIII than in JET and TFTR would require that larger
. values of the poloidal asymmetry factor, (_j, which in turn would require larger valuesi

of the poloidal density asy|ntttt'trtes, lt is plausible that inertial and friction forces

could drive larger density asymmetries for more collisional, more nearly sonic ions in
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ISX-B, PLT and DIII than ill JET and TFTR, thus supporting htrgor wlues of _ in

the former, but we h_ve not made these c_lcuhLtions,
ge

A comparisc, n of the predictions of the 'smp' theory with momentum confinement

times in several tokt_m_ks (ISX-B, TFTR, PLT, DITE _nct PBX), was reported in _,

Ref,[29], The magnitude of the predicted w,/,was found to tLgree with the measure-

ments, but the limited number of discht_rges considered (one for each machine) and

the h_ck of profile informa, tion does not _llow _ny conclusioas t_bout the par_metric

dependelme and the local v_lue of the 'smp' momentum flux, We would infer a much

poorer _greement with experiment for the present dt_t_, based on our ct_lcul_tioas of

momentum diffusivities,

A previous comparison {16]of X_;_ _nd X'_;for the TFTR experiments in this report

and for a subsequent series of L-mode shots found results similar to those reported

in Section 5 tbr the ITG mode theory,

11.3 Density Poloidal Asymmetries

,t

Several theoretical analyses and experimental investigations pointed out that density

poloidal asymmetries of O(e) and larger could be observed (_md have been) in specific

plasma regimes, Refs, [71],[27] predicted that centrifugal force can drive in-out

density poloidal asymmetry, and that ni_. _ e for sonic 'j' ion species, We arrive at

the same conclusion, but _j_ < e in these TFTR experiments because both maiT_ions

and carbon are subsonic,

Refs, [3],[72],[71],[27] and [73] coacluded that up-down ion density asymme-

tries could be observed in the case of collisional ions, In fact, when the condition

5'o_u_,Z_/wtr_ ,'_ 1 is satisfied, the frictioa term in Eq,(75) becomes the driving force of

_,j. ,-_c, This condition is not satisfied in these TFTR experiments where the frictioa

force, in Eq,(75), is negligible with r_,spect to the parallel viscous force, In the cruse

of the TFTR plasmas, it is the vl._¢'¢Ju._fierce term which drives f_.,_,
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Ftef, [63] pointed out that asymmetric particle sources can drive _j, In Section

7,1_ we argued that this can also be the case for the TFTR plasmas only near the
'lt

plasma edge,

# In Ref, [74] it was found that momentum input can drive fix_ "_ e, In case of

_j mainly driven by momentum input, one would obtain, _ oo

particular, in the presence of sonic impurities (high Z impurities) the in-out density

asymmetry, driven by centrifugal force, scales as Zj and one obtains: 5j., cx M¢_. c(

Zy_j,. cx Z_, The calculations of _j,, in ISX-B and PLT I741 were performed for

tungsten (Zw = 74) and titanium (ZTi = 22) and an input power in the range [-2,4

- 2,4] MW, Even taking into account the fact that in TFTR the input power can be

higher, the momentum input would not drive any significant up-down asymmetry of

the carbon impurity density (Zt =6) in TFTR,

11.4 Electrostatic potential asymmetry

i As shown in Eq,(75), ei 0¢/(r00) is a potential driving force for _j, In addition

(_ appears in the _¢j expression (Eq,(70)) and, if large enough, can determine its

magnitude,

In Ref, [75], _) was ewluated in case of perpendicular NBI and found to be of

O(e), This was the effect of a rela'tively large in-out density poloidal v_riation of the

fast ions, a large fraction of which were trapped in the outer region of the tokamak

by the "magnetic mirror force",

The presence of the fast ions is not accounted for in our calculation of poloidal

variations, Nevertheless we can here discuss the effect of their presence upon (_. and

therefore _j_,l,

The contribution of an asymmetric f'a_t ion density, nii, to (_,: is given by:
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Using the following values, characteristic of TFTR: n/_/n, = 0.25, _/T,, = 2,5 and

Z_f/- 3, one obtains'.
I¢

eco
_(fi)'-_ "_ 0,05 _f_ (125)

Chang and Harvey {75]evaluated fif_ "" 0,5 - 0,6 for quasi-perpendicular injection in

DIII and PDX, and fill = 0.1 for tangential injection in ISX-B, Using these values to

estimate a possible range of variation of fil_ in TFTP_ (whose NBI has a perpendicular

component), one estimates: 0.005 < (_(/_)e(bo/Ti < 0,025. In TFTR e = 0.3 r/a.

Therefore (i)_(fi) << c when we make use of the ordering e,bo/T_ _ 1.

Chang and Hazeltine [721pointed out that fijZinj/n_. ,._ e would lead to (_ N 4.

This is consistent with our expression of _). But in the shots analyzed in this work

fij << e and therefore (_ << 4.

11.5 Poloidal velocities

vo; and vel were calculated in Ref. [74] for collisional impurities and main ions in

the plateau regime (ISX-B, PLT), by solving the FSA parallel momentum balance

equation. It was found that ro1 "_ O(f_v¢) > voi, driven by momentum input and, to

a lesser extent, by pressure gradients. This is consistent with the fact that r/ol > r/01

and that v0ir/0i " voi_0I. Analogously we solve the poloidal FSA poloidal balance

equation and find voi ,._ O(/3v¢) > voi, consistent with _70i< Voxand with the fact

that both ions and impurities are in the banana regime.

12 Summary

A well-diagnosed rotation experiment has been carried out in TFTR with the purpose

of obtaining measurements with the recently installed CHERS diagnostic of the radial ,¢

profiles of v¢ and T_ for a variety of plasma and machine parameter conditions. These

measurements allowed the computation of the radial profiles of the torque flux and
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momentum diffusivities, quantities that previously were only known at the edge or

unknown, as well as of global properties such as the momentum confinement time.

The data were analyzed with the lD transport code SNAP. The discharges in this

experiment showed characteristics intermediate between L-mode shots and Super-

shots. Rotation velocities, up to 5.5 l0 s m/s, were found to be higher in low current,

co-injection shots and in low 13 discharges. Experimental momentum confinement

times, in the range 24-50 ms, were found to decrease weakly with input torque per

particle, to increase with plasma current and to be independent of B.

The momentum confinement properties (Tc, rc(0), K¢ and XC), inferred from

experimental data, were compared with the predictions of several neoclassical and

anomalous theories. The gyroviscous theory, with the assumption of O(1) poloidal

asymmetry factors, O, was shown to predict the magnitude and the parametric depen-

dence of TC,rc(0) and K¢. The perpendicular momentum flux caused by the presence

of a plausible amount of cold ions was found to be negligible. Each of the anomalous

• theories considered (ITG, untrapped particles and stochastic magnetic perturbation

modes) predicted torque flows with magnitudes, radial profiles and parametric depen-

dences on plasma parameters different from those of the experimental torque flow.

Since the gyroviscous formalism was successful in predicting _-¢, rc(0) and K¢,

when an effective poloidal asymmetry factor of O = 1.5 was used, a detailed cal-

culation of _.j and ftcj was performed. Poloidal density asymmetries smaller than

were calculated for both ions and impurities. These calculated poloidal density

asymmetries support the choice of a poloidal asymmetry factor O _ O(1). Using

the calculated poloidal density asymmetries to evaluate the gyroviscous torque flow

resulted in torque flows in good agreement with experimental values. However, our

calculations of the radial dependence of the poloidal density asymmetries do not

-" support the separation-of-variables approximation used in the formulation of the gy-

', _ roviscous torque flow. When _'e _,_'aluate an alternative formulation of the gyroviscous

torque flow, which removes lhis approximation by including the radial gradients of

I
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the poloidal asymmetries, we find that the added term almost exactly cancels the

original term, and we predict values that are at least one order of magnitude smaller
r

than the experimental torque flows, although we note that there is some ambiguity

in this formulation.
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Appendix: Neoclassical viscous forces

• For the case q-_= 0, we are going to use Braginkii's neoclassical tensor, rewritten for

toroidal flux-surface coordinates I241. The toroidal, poloidal and radial projection of

the viscous forces have been rewritten in order to show their parametric dependence

more explicitly.

• The poloidal component of the parallel viscous force is:

30

 ,v.nj = =
_7ojVoj 20_j _j

r2 [ecos0 3 O0 _e(O°J+-3 )sinO-(esinO)2+
1 OAj

¢?Aj (4esin0 - 0oj ) (A 1)
Oj(tgj - 0o2)]+ 77o3e--_ Aj O0 '

with

1 0 10pj O_ _ OUj

Aj - BoROO(ejnj Or t- -_r ) - _¢jo--ff_- (A.2)

1 T10zgj 1 0= BoR[ei Or +-e (T_O")]+flcj°UicsinO-flcj°Uj'c°sO

10voj Oj_ 10nj (A.3)
Ooj - _?oj O0 nj O0

For a i-I plasma, with both ions species in banana regime, 0o3_ (nj + f_I).

The FSA of Eq.(A.1)/(hnj)is"



• The poloidal component of the gyroviscous force is:

u'

_3,4

_,v.nj - n_;_=
_ A i _ OAj '_

r/4---J-J[-Z(13 sin0 - 3 '0j _0--_-¢A+ P13 2 t2 e" _r e r e Or

voj, ¢, __ (A.5)_- r'2i sinO + ?3j )]
,,

with

r r 1 Ox

Plj -- 2 -_ nq Lpr t-3ecoso ( L-_I -- x Or ) (A.6)

r _ 3r._.r__ r
t'23' -- 4 + 6 L"'q Lpi + 2L-_-_0,.+ 16c coso q=_oln (A.7)

r _2r_L_ 2r_L_ r
_'_J=_+3E L_,+ L_;+ _ +7_ose (A.8)

• The FSA of Eq.(A.5)/(hnj)is:

i 1II3j4 _ Ti (-130--_O-_+3_JcOgtcJ'4wt1" e Or - O_¢jc< hn--.7 >,,_ 3nJ'e Or ) (A.9) .,
|

i • The toroidal component of the parallel viscous force is:

,, 5 0 .

¢.v.n,. = I]_j =
_vo, 0#j

1.voj[-3ccos0 + 2--_- + c(_j - 3Qoj)sin0 + 2#j(0oj - _j)] +
10Aj

3AjZR(0oj- 3esin0 + A---_0--0")} (A.10)

• The toroidal component of the gyroviscous force is:

. -.3.4

i.

• --[£j_-(2 + vCjYz,(4sinO - 1A, R£,] (A.11)
i rR e c e
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with

, r 0rl4iR a rR 0f_¢j

EJ =- - 774jR-----g O--------r-' f'J - vcj Or (A.12)

s The radial component of the parallel viscous force is'.

mo

_'V'IIj = II°j =

Voj vo_ 2¢, r 22 0-r- {'7-[-(esin0- 3 J)L,oJ r _( ) (A.13)
COVoj 2

+e2 sin20- 2e_gjcos0 ] + --_-r (e sin0- 5_j)

flAj (4ccosO r r + r

s The radial component of the gyroviscosity is:

:3,4
N3,4_'V'IIj _= ___j =

--ff-V4J[_(-2c__coso+ OOj_ r2 2e03,sin0+l Ln,_ )

10voj (e coso + 1 r 02voj
, r Or Lh4, ) Or2

+
;J

OAj
A-J-J'--(_ i - 3esin0 + ) +
rc

0fZ¢iZ
(6e coso - 2- _r__) + _3R_] (A.14)Or e L,74i

• The terms from the perpendicular viscosity tensor can be neglected because

T]2i << rl4j, r/Oi.
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.... :r;(o) ;:'r. T,(O) Y',,,, ' ...... W,,I

1.1 co 4.4 1.4 2.0 0.32 3,0 4.0 11.5 3,6 4,8 3,2 3.9 0.63 0.70 0.59

7.3 1,6 1,9 0,35 3.9 3.9 14.3 3,8 5.5 3,3 4.0 0,58 0.71 0,65

11.6 2.0 1.9 0.20 5,5 6.6 21.7 4.8 6,5 3.3 3.1 0.61 0.77 {},59

1.1 ctr 7.3 2,2 1.8 0.25 -2.3 3.5 8.0 4,8 6,3 3.4 4,0 0.30 0.62 0.50

12.0 2.4 1.9 0,27 -3,6 5.2 10.1 2.9 5.3 3.0 3,5 0,35 0.69 0.53

15,0 2.5 1.8 0,34 -3.7 4.3 11.6 3,1 5,2 2.9 3.4 0.42 0.70 0,58
w,, ,,,

1.8 co 4.6 2.0 1.7 0.20 2.4 3.8 9.6 3.0 4.6 2.6 3.6 0.38 0.68 0.41

9.2 2.5 1.9 0.15 4.2 5.2 16.1 3.7 5.7 3.{} 3.2 0.47 {}.59 0.40

13.6 2.8 1.9 0.14 5.0 4.4 19.1 3.7 5.9 2.9 3.{} 0.43 0.57 0.41

1.7 ctr 5.1 2.2 1.9 0.18 -1.7 3.2 7.4 2.9 5.0 2.7 4.2 0.29 0.56 0.41

10.1 3.0 1.9 0.15 -2.9 3.9 9.9 2.7 4.6 2.4 3.5 0.28 {}.51 0.37

15.1 3.4 1.7 0.20 -2.4 3.0 8.1 2.2 4.8 2.5 3.3 {}.20 0.56 0.40
,,,

I.I bal 14.1 2.3 2.0 0.37 / / 20.8 2.8 4.5 2.8 3.1 0.88 / 0.63,,,

I.

Table 1' Summary of plasma parameters for the Ph, Ip, co- and counter-injection

scans in TFTR. Units: Ip (MA), ft, (1019m-3), v, (105m/s), Ti and T, (KEV).
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